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PROSPECTS FOR THE STUDY OF DUST MAKING WOLF-RAYET
BINARIES WITH THE VLTI-SPECTRO-IMAGER (VSI)

M. De Becker,1 M. Filho,2 and T. Harries3

1. THE VLTI-SPECTRO-IMAGER

The VLTI-Spectro-Imager (VSI) is a 2nd gener-
ation VLTI instrument under development (Malbet
et al. 2008). The main improvement of VSI with
respect to previous interferometric instruments (e.g.
AMBER) is a significant enhancement of the imag-
ing capability, thanks to the combination of 6 beams
resulting in a significant spatial frequency gain.

The science input will be further improved using
the spectral dispersion of VSI, likely to reveal wave-
length dependent structures in targets (e.g., spectral
lines produced in stellar winds of hot stars), and by
high dynamic range observations that are expected
to improve our understanding of many classes of ob-
jects (e.g. shells around evolved massive stars). In
the context of the activities of the science group of
the VSI consortium, many science topics have been
considered, including a few devoted to massive stars
(see Garcia et al. 2008).

2. DUST MAKING WOLF-RAYET STARS

Among the most attractive targets for VSI are
dusty shells around Wolf-Rayet (WR) binaries. Most
of the carbon rich WR systems (WC-type + O) are
known to display an infrared excess emission related
to the presence of dust. The dust shells absorb stellar
radiation and re-emit the energy in the infrared. A
few of them have been resolved in pinwheel nebulae,
defined by rotating spiral dust shells. Dust formation
is strongly related to binarity. The higher density
associated with wind-wind collision regions favors
indeed dust condensation, with enhanced formation
close to periastron, and the dust flows at the oppo-
site of the Wolf-Rayet star whose wind is stronger
than that of the O-star in the binary (Williams et
al. 1985,1994).

Examples are provided in Figure 1 for the recon-
struction of K-band synthetic images for an inclina-
tion of 0◦. The left panel gives the synthetic im-
age, and the right panel provides the reconstructed
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Fig. 1. Left: synthetic image of a pinwheel nebula sur-

rounding a WR binary. Right: reconstructed VSI image.

image assuming that 6 telescopes are used simulta-
neously. We see that the central part of the neb-
ula is recovered from the image reconstruction. The
faintest parts at the outskirt of the nebula are not
recovered. However, high dynamic range observa-
tions performed by cumulating observations of the
same target are expected to improve substantially
the quality of images obtained with VSI. For details
on the image reconstruction, we refer to Filho et al.
(2008).

The detailed investigation of the near infrared ra-
diation from dust making WR binaries will allow us
to probe the properties of dust particles (typically
their size), along with their production rate. The
high angular resolution of the VLTI is expected to
help us to study the distribution of the properties of
dust across the pinwheel nebula, and to potentially
discover new nebulae of the same kind through a first
systematic imaging of WC-type binaries. The moni-
toring of such systems is expected to allow to inves-
tigate the dust formation mechanism as a function
of the orbital phase. Changes are indeed expected if
one is dealing with eccentric binaries. In addition,
it should be noted that the shape of the nebula is
intimately related to the parameters of the orbit.
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